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ABSTRACT
Named Entity Disambiguation is the task of disambiguat-
ing named entity mentions in natural language text and link
them to their corresponding entries in a reference knowledge
base (e.g. Wikipedia). Such disambiguation can help add
semantics to plain text and distinguish homonymous enti-
ties. Previous research has tackled this problem by making
use of two types of context-aware features derived from the
reference knowledge base, namely, the context similarity and
the semantic relatedness. Both features heavily rely on the
cross-document hyperlinks within the knowledge base: the
semantic relatedness feature is directly measured via those
hyperlinks, while the context similarity feature implicitly
makes use of those hyperlinks to expand entity candidates’
descriptions and then compares them against the query con-
text. Unfortunately, cross-document hyperlinks are rarely
available in many closed domain knowledge bases and it is
very expensive to manually add such links. Therefore few
algorithms can work well on linkless knowledge bases. In
this work, we propose the challenging Named Entity Disam-
biguation with Linkless Knowledge Bases (LNED) problem
and tackle it by leveraging the useful disambiguation evi-
dences scattered across the reference knowledge base. We
propose a generative model to automatically mine such ev-
idences out of noisy information. The mined evidences can
mimic the role of the missing links and help boost the LNED
performance. Experimental results show that our proposed
method substantially improves the disambiguation accuracy
over the baseline approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An important component in constructing information net-

works is named entity disambiguation (NED). Given the
named entity mentions extracted from unstructured text
data, the goal of NED is to map them to their correspond-
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ing real world entities in a reference knowledge base such as
Wikipedia. NED has many key applications in text analysis
and understanding, e.g., tweet tagging, text classification,
and ad placement. Due to natural language’s inherent ambi-
guities, the NED task is quite challenging. The same textual
mention can represent multiple di↵erent real world entities
depending on the context of its appearance. For example,
“Eclipse”can refer to the Java development platform, the car
designed by Mitsubishi or even a breath freshener brand.

NED requires a reference knowledge base to serve as the
real world entity collections to which the named entity men-
tions will be resolved. Usually the reference knowledge base
is comprised of a set of documents with each document de-
scribing one specific entity. Almost all previous research
on NED uses Wikipedia as the reference knowledge base.
Despite the fact that Wikipedia covers millions of entities,
most not well known or domain specific entities are not
captured by Wikipedia. Therefore in closed domains (e.g.
biomedicine, entertainment, enterprise, etc.), in order to
achieve good NED performance, we have to rely on some
domain specific knowledge bases (e.g. product catalog [21],
restaurant directory [8], gene descriptions [20], etc.) as the
reference knowledge bases.

The Mitsubishi Eclipse is a sport compact car that was in production between 1989 

and 2011. A convertible body style was added for the 1996 model year. It was named 

after an unbeaten 18th-century English racehorse which won 26 races, and has also 

been sold as the Eagle Talon and the Plymouth Laser captive imports through 

Mitsubishi Motors' close relationship with the Chrysler Corporation. Their partnership 

was known as Diamond-Star Motors, or DSM, and the vehicle trio through the close of 

the second-generation line were sometimes referred to by the DSM moniker among 

enthusiast circles. In Japan, it was sold at a specific retail chain called Car Plaza.

Figure 1: Snapshot of hyperlinks in the Wikipedia
page of Mitsubishi Eclipse

One particular di↵erence between Wikipedia and closed
domain knowledge bases is the existence of cross-document
hyperlinks. As the largest publicly available encyclopedia in
the world, Wikipedia contains not only the description pages
for millions of entities, but also the huge amount of cross-
document hyperlinks connecting those entities. Those links
are created by 20,694,972 [1] contributors from all around
the world. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of such links in the
Wikipedia page of entityMitsubishi Eclipse. As we can see, 9
hyperlinks (denoted with underlines) are created to connect
Mitsubishi Eclipse with 9 di↵erent entities in Wikipedia. On
the contrary, we notice that most closed domain knowledge
bases contain few cross-document hyperlinks. For exam-



ple, Amazon’s product catalog is linkless. Each product
has some detailed product description, however, these de-
scriptions are not cross-linked. In order to achieve social
promotion (e.g. linking product mentioned in tweets to its
page in Amazon), a system should be able to disambiguate
mentions to the linkless product catalog. The repository of
crime cases in California Police Departments is also link-
less. There each person has a profile page, but no links are
provided to connect di↵erent people. In order to identify
suspects (e.g. linking people mentioned in witness reports
to his/her profile page), we also need to disambiguate men-
tions to the linkless profile repository. As closed domain
knowledge bases are usually created by a limited number of
domain experts, it is very costly to manually cross link all
the entity mentions.

Previous research [7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 17, 23, 24, 26, 29]
has tackled the NED problem (with respect to Wikipedia)
by making use of various textual and structural information
from Wikipedia. Generally speaking, two kinds of context-
aware features are explored by those methods. The first one
is context similarity. It defines similarity measures (e.g. co-
sine similarity in word vector space) between the context
around the entity mention and the referent entity candi-
date’s Wikipedia page. The referent entity with larger con-
text similarity score is more likely to be the genuine disam-
biguation result. The second feature is semantic relatedness.
It defines correlation measures between a mention’s candi-
date entity and the unambiguous entities within the same
context. The referent entity with a larger correlation score
should get more preference.

We notice that both features used by previous research
heavily rely on the cross-document hyperlinks in Wikipedia.
Semantic relatedness is usually measured in terms of the
common incoming hyperlinks to the entities’ Wikipedia pages.
For example, as shown in Figure 2(a), the referent entity
Michael I. Jordan has a high semantic relatedness score
with the entity Andrew Ng, since they share a lot of com-
mon incoming hyperlinks. Meanwhile the context similarity
feature implicitly makes use of the hyperlinks to expand en-
tity candidates’ descriptions and then compare them against
the mention’s context. For instance, as shown in Figure
2(b), the referent entity Michael I. Jordan’s description is
expanded by the surrounding context words of its anchor
texts. Therefore if we want to perform NED with respect to
linkless closed domain knowledge bases, none of these exist-
ing algorithms can work well.

(a) Semantic Relatedness (b) Description Expansion

Figure 2: E↵ects of hyperlinks in NED features

In this paper, we aim at solving the Named Entity Disam-
biguation with Linkless Knowledge Bases (LNED) problem.

We develop a method to automatically mine helpful dis-
ambiguation evidences from the reference knowledge base
which contains no cross-document hypelinks. The mined
evidences can mimic the role of those links and boost the
LNED performance. Mining evidences is not trivial, since
without hyperlinks the only labeled data available are the
entity candidates’ own description pages. Mentions in other
documents are not disambiguated; yet it is still possible to
extract new evidences from them, through our model.

Our main contribution is the development of an innova-
tive generative model for mining evidences to mimic the
role of cross-document hyperlinks. The harvested evidences
can help boost the LNED performance for linkless reference
knowledge bases, which are frequently seen in closed do-
mains. To the best of our knowledge, our work is among the
first studies on named entity disambiguation with respect
to linkless reference knowledge bases. Experimental results
show that our proposed method can mine evidences to im-
prove linkless knowledge base’s disambiguation ability and
substantially improve the disambiguation accuracy over the
baseline approaches.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We formalize the Named Entity Disambiguation with Lin-

kless Knowledge Bases (LNED) problem as follows.

Definition 1 (Named Entity Disambiguation with Link-
less Knowledge Bases). Named Entity Disambiguation with
Linkless Knowledge Bases (LNED) is the process of associ-
ating an entity name mentioned in a text to an entry, repre-
senting that entity, in a “linkless” reference knowledge base
K. K is comprised of a set of isolated documents D with
each document d 2 D describing one entity e. There are
no1 cross-document or intra-document hyperlinks among the
documents in D.

In the Big Data and Big Knowledge age, more and more
closed domain knowledge bases will emerge and most of
them are likely to be linkless. Meanwhile, many domain-
specific entity mentions can only be resolved to these knowl-
edge bases. Therefore it is necessary and critical to study the
LNED problem and find a good solution to it. In the next
section we will describe our approach to tackle the LNED
problem via evidence mining.

3. THE EVIDENCE MINING APPROACH
In order to solve the LNED problem, we have to figure

out a way to bridge the information gap caused by the ab-
sence of cross-document hyperlinks. One straightforward
solution is employing an existing NED algorithm (with link-
based features removed) to recover the links. Namely, one
can perform NED on mentions found in the reference knowl-
edge base and use the disambiguation results to serve as the
links. Such a method has a critical drawback. Without hy-
perlinks, none of the existing NED algorithms can achieve
satisfactory results (see Section 6.3 and 6.5). Therefore, a
large amount of the recovered links are likely to be incorrect
and the features built on these “false links” will do harm to
the ultimate disambiguation performance.
1In this work, we study a general setting with minimal re-
quirements on the underlying knowledge bases. Our pro-
posed method is also applicable to the knowledge bases with
a few hyperlinks.



In this work, we propose to bridge the gap by collecting
word-level disambiguation evidences scattered in the knowl-
edge bases. Compared with the above link-recovery ap-
proach, mining fine-grained word evidences has the advan-
tage of being more robust. We will jointly model mention’s
link destination (i.e. referent entity) and entity’s support-
ing evidences (i.e. words) in a probabilistic manner. Instead
of explicitly predicting the link, we aim at harvesting some
useful word evidences from the mention context, through
analyzing the word co-occurrence patterns.

3.1 Documents
The reference knowledge base K is comprised of a set

of isolated documents (called entity documents), with each
document describing one specific entity. For a given target
mention m, all the possible entities it can refer to form a
candidate entity set. Their main description documents are
called candidate documents. Since the mention m may also
appear in other documents, these additional documents are
named as m’s mention documents. Figure 3 illustrates the
candidate documents and mention documents of “Michael
Jordan”. We aim at mining evidences jointly from these
two kinds of documents, to disambiguate m’s appearances
in query documents. Below are the brief summaries of these
three types of documents.

......

Knowledge Base K

Figure 3: Illustration of mention Michael Jordan’s
candidate documents and mention documents

1. candidate documents: m’s referent entities’ description
documents in the knowledge base. Each document is
associated with the corresponding entity it describes.

2. mention documents: Other documents in K whose
contents contain mention m. These documents could
be entity documents with titles di↵erent from m.

3. query documents: documents containing the target men-
tion m and its query context.

3.2 Word Evidences
The NED problem arises from the fact that the same

textual mention can represent multiple di↵erent entities de-
pending on the context of its appearance. The reason why
context can help disambiguate mention is that each referent
entity candidate can be distinguished by a set of represen-
tative words. Those representative words can be seen as
the disambiguation evidences for those entity candidates.
The candidate documents can explicitly provide some ba-
sic evidences (i.e. entity descriptions). However, to achieve

good NED performance, we still need some auxiliary infor-
mation (e.g. semantic relatedness). Therefore, in the LNED
problem, we hope to mine additional word evidences from
mention documents, to mimic the following e↵ects of the
cross-document hyperlinks and thus supply the auxiliary in-
formation.

(a) Semantic Relatedness (b) Description Expansion

Figure 4: Mimicing the e↵ects of hyperlinks

1. semantic relatedness. If two entities are semantically
related, they share many common incoming hyper-
links, which can be used to measure their relatedness.
Without hyperlinks, we can still capture their related-
ness, via adding their names into each other’s support-
ing word evidences. Then the semantic relatedness ef-
fect can be revealed through context comparison. For
instance, as shown in Figure 4(a), entity Michael I.
Jordan and Andrew Ng are semantically related, so
they co-occur in many documents. Meanwhile, some
words (e.g. “research”, “machine learning”) appearing
in Michael I. Jordan’s descriptions may also appear in
these documents. As we know these words are sup-
porting evidences for Michael I. Jordan, by analyz-
ing the word co-occurrence patterns, we can associate
the words “Andrew Ng” as Michael I. Jordan’s disam-
biguation evidences as well, since they co-occur with
Michael I. Jordan’s representative words. Now, given
a query containing a mention of“Michael Jordan”, with
“Andrew Ng” being part of the query context, even we
know nothing about the hyperlinks, it is still possible
to correctly disambiguate the mention to Michael I.
Jordan, by comparing the query context with Michael
I. Jordan’s word-level disambiguation evidences.

2. description expansion for context similarity. If entity
e1 appears in the entity document of e2, de2 , via hyper-
links, one can expand e1’s entity document by adding
e1’s surrounding words in d

e2 . Without hyperlinks,
we can still perform such expansions, via directly min-
ing those surrounding words from knowledge base and
adding them as e1’s supporting evidences. For in-
stance, as shown in Figure 4(b), the critical descriptive
words “AAAI fellow” of entity Michael I. Jordan are
expanded from a document where Michael I. Jordan
appears via hyperlink. Now without links, we don’t
know to which entity the mention “Michael Jordan”
really refers in the document. However, we notice that
some words (e.g. “research”, “statistics”) appearing in
Michael I. Jordan’s descriptions also appear in this
document. As we know these words are supporting ev-
idences for Michael I. Jordan, by analyzing the word
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Figure 5: Documents, Entities and Words

co-occurrence patterns, we can associate “AAAI fel-
low” as Michael I. Jordan’s disambiguation evidences.
Now, a query containing “AAAI fellow” can be easily
disambiguated via context comparison.

Figure 5 shows the association among referent entities,
word evidences, and documents. Given a target mention m,
the document-entity association ✓

d

for document d is a dis-
tribution over m’s entity candidates, with each component
✓

emi
d

indicating the likelihood that mention m’s referent en-
tity in d is e

mi

. Similarly, we have an entity-word association
�

e

for each entity candidate e so that the words with high
probabilities in �

e

are precisely the critical disambiguation
evidences for e. In Section 4.2 we develop a generative model
to automatically learn ✓ and �.

3.3 LNED via Evidence Mining
Algorithm 1 provides a high-level description of our ap-

proach to tackle the LNED problem by leveraging the use-
ful disambiguation evidences scattered across the reference
knowledge base. We will first generate the entity candidates
list for the target mention m. Then we will mine disam-
biguation evidences jointly from m’s candidate documents
and mention documents, via utilizing the word co-occurrence
patterns. Upon the completion of evidence mining, we can
utilize the mined evidences to rank entity candidates and
choose the top-ranked candidate as disambiguation result.

Note that the evidence mining step (Step 4 in Algorithm
1) is independent of the query context. For each named
entity mention m, evidence mining is performed only once,
regardless of di↵erent query contexts for the same mention.
In practice the set of ambiguous mentions can be pre-fetched
from the knowledge base K. Therefore the evidence mining
step shall run o✏ine as a preprocessing step.

4. MINING EVIDENCES
In this section we formally introduce our proposed model,

for mining evidences from the knowledge base.

4.1 Model Intuitions
Based on the assumption that disambiguation evidences

are entity-specific representative words, it is natural to model

Algorithm 1 LNED via Evidence Mining

Input: Reference knowledge base K (with no links),
named entity mention m, query q.

1: Generate candidates list C for mention m

2: Fetch candidate documents set D
C

from K

3: Fetch m’s mention documents set D
M

from K

4: Mine evidences from D

C

[D

M

5: Use mined evidences to rank candidate c 2 C for m in q

6: Return top-ranked candidate c

top

as the answer

each entity as a topic/label and imagine those representa-
tive words are generated from such topics. For a given target
mention m, we model each of its entity candidates as a reg-
ular topic and introduce the following three special topics to
capture some noisy or useless words.

1. background. Some words in the documents might be
general to more than one candidate. Therefore we in-
troduce a special background topic to capture those
non-representative words.

2. undefined. Since a knowledge base K is very likely
incomplete, some entities named after m may not be
indexed by K. Therefore we introduce a special topic
called “undefined” to capture the words that are asso-
ciated with these undefined entities.

3. master. Since mention documents themselves could
be description documents for other entities, words in
these documents might be generated from these en-
tities instead of target mention’s candidate entities.
Thus we introduce a special “master” topic to capture
those words. Note that each mention document will
have one unique “master” topic.

4.2 Model Details
We now explain the details of our generative model. Fig-

ure 6 shows the graphical structure of dependencies of our
model. Each node in the figure corresponds to a random
variable or prior parameter. The shaded nodes represent
observed variables while other nodes represent latent vari-
ables. A plate means the nodes within it are replicated for
multiple times. A directed edge from node a to node b indi-
cates that the variable represented by b is dependent on the
the variable represented by a.

α θ z w

ϕ

β

N

|C|

|D UD |

µγ t

ϕ β

ϕ β

ϕ

β

Figure 6: Our Model

Table 1 summarizes the notations used in our model. Given
a named entity mention m, we will first find all of its possi-
ble referent entity candidates and denote the candidates set



Symbols Descriptions
D

C

the set of referent entity candidate documents
D

M

the set of mention documents
D

surround

the set of surrounding context documents (ex-
tracted from D

M

)
D

other

the set of non-surrounding context documents
(extracted from D

M

)
C the set of regular entity labels (i.e. entity candi-

dates)
V vocabulary size
W surrounding window size of entity mentions
N

d

the number of words in document d
w

di

the i-th word of document d
z

di

the label associated with w

di

t

di

the background/regular/master topic indicator
for w

di

µ

d

the background/regular/master topic proportion
for document d

✓

d

the topic distribution for document d
�

bg

the word distribution for the background topic
�

ud

the word distribution for the undefined topic
�

ms

the word distribution for the master topic
�

c

the word distribution for the c-th regular topic
(1  c  |C|)

↵

ud

,↵ the hyperparameters for Dirichlet prior of ✓
�

bg

the hyperparameter for Dirichlet prior of �
bg

�

ud

the hyperparameter for Dirichlet prior of �
ud

�

ms

the hyperparameter for Dirichlet prior of �
ms

� the hyperparameters for Dirichlet prior of �

c

(1  c  |C|)
� the hyperparameters for Dirichlet prior of µ

Table 1: Notations used in our model

as C. Each referent entity candidate will then be treated as
a regular topic/label and the total number of them is |C|.

1. Given a candidate document d
candidate

, its underlying
entity e for m is already identified. For each word w in
d

candidate

, its label z is either e, or the “background”
label. The selection is controlled by an indicator vari-
able t drawn from a multinomial distribution µ.

2. For a mention document d

mention

, we further split it
into two sub-documents: surrounding context d

surround

and the rest d

other

. d

surround

represents the limited
size context (e.g. a width-W word window surround-
ing m), while d

other

captures the out-of-window words
in d

mention

. For each word w in d

surround

, its label
z is chosen from “background”, the “master” entity of
d

mention

, or a label (from C [ “undefined”) drawn
from the multinomial distribution ✓. The selection is
also controlled by an indicator variable t drawn from a
multinomial distribution µ. For each word w in d

other

,
its label z is fixed as the “master” entity of d

mention

.

The multinomial distribution ✓ is drawn from a Dirichlet
prior with ↵ and ↵

ud

as the hyperparameters. The di↵er-
ence between ↵ and ↵

ud

should reflect how conservatively
we choose between regular topics and the special “unde-
fined” one. The multinomial distribution µ is drawn from
a Dirichlet prior with �1, �2 and �3 as the hyperparameters.

The di↵erence between �1, �2 and �3 should reflect the pro-
portion of “background” topic, regular topics and “master”
topics.

For each topic/label in C[“undefined”[“background”[
“master”, it is associated with a multinomial distribution
� over words, which is drawn from the Dirichlet prior with
�, �

ud

, �

bg

and �

ms

as the hyperparameters. The di↵er-
ence among �, �

ud

, �
bg

and �

ms

should reflect the content
di↵erence among regular labels, the “undefined” label, the
“background” label and the “master” labels.

Finally, each word w is drawn from the multinomial dis-
tribution �

z

, where z is the word label for w. Our goal is
to infer the document-label association ✓ and the label-word
association � from this model. To summarize, the detailed
generative process of our model is as follows:

1. Draw the multinomial distribution over words �

c

⇠
Dirichlet(�) for each regular topic c.

2. Draw the multinomial distribution over words �

bg

⇠
Dirichlet(�

bg

) for the background topic.

3. Draw the multinomial distribution over words �

ud

⇠
Dirichlet(�

ud

) for the undefined topic.

4. Draw the multinomial distribution over words �

ms

⇠
Dirichlet(�

ms

) for each master topic.

5. For each document d 2 D

C

:

(a) Let e
candi

= candidate label of d
(b) Choose a background topic proportion µ

d

⇠Dirich-
let(�1, �2).

(c) For each word position i in document d:

i. Choose a background indicator t

di

⇠ Multi-
nomial(µ

d

).
ii. if t

di

= 0:
Choose topic z

di

= bg.
iii. else:

Choose topic z

di

= e

candi

.
iv. Choose a word w

di

⇠ Multinomial(�
zdi).

6. For each document d 2 D

surround

:

(a) Draw a topic distribution ✓

d

⇠Dirichlet(↵), where
↵ = (↵

ud

,↵1, ...,↵c

) and ↵1=. . .=↵

c

=↵.
(b) Let e

ms

= master entity label of the mention doc-
ument from which d is extracted

(c) Choose a background/regular/master topic pro-
portion µ

d

⇠ Dirichlet(�1, �2, �3).
(d) For each word position i in document d:

i. Choose a background/regular/master indica-
tor t

di

⇠ Multinomial(µ
d

).
ii. if t

di

= 0:
Choose topic z

di

= bg.
iii. else if t

di

= 1:
Choose topic z

di

⇠ Multinomial(✓
d

).
iv. else if t

di

= 2:
Choose topic z

di

= e

ms

.
v. Choose a word w

di

⇠ Multinomial(�
zdi).

7. For each document d 2 D

other

:

(a) Let e
ms

= master entity label of the mention doc-
ument from which d is extracted

(b) For each word position i in document d:

i. Choose topic z

di

= e

ms

.
ii. Choose a word w

di

⇠ Multinomial(�
zdi).



4.3 Inference Algorithm

4.3.1 Likelihood Function

The joint likelihood function of our model is:

p(www,t

t

t, z

z

z|↵↵↵,���,���) (1)

=

Z

✓

✓

✓,�

�

�,µ

µ

µ

p(✓✓✓|↵↵↵)p(���|���)p(µµµ|���)p(ttt|µµµ)p(zzz|✓✓✓, ttt)p(www|zzz,���)d✓✓✓d���dµµµ

Given the hyperparameters � = {↵↵↵,���,���}, and the ob-
served words w

w

w, we will calculate the posterior probability
of p(ttt, zzz|www,�), and use the maximal marginal probability to
infer each word’s topic assignment z

di

and label category
indicator t

di

. After that we can make use of the inferred t

t

t

and z

z

z to estimate the document-label association ✓

✓

✓ and the
label-word association �

�

�.

4.3.2 Approximate Inference via Gibbs Sampling

Similar to many other topic models with conjugate prior
(e.g LDA [2]), exact inference is intractable for our model.
Here we use Gibbs Sampling as an approximate inference
method. Compared with other approximate inference meth-
ods such as Variational Inference, Gibbs Sampling is easy to
extend and has been proved to be quite e↵ective in avoid-
ing local optima. In Gibbs Sampling, each hidden variable
will be iteratively sampled and the corresponding marginal
probability can later be estimated with the samples.

In our model, the word topic assignment variable z

di

and
the label category indicator variable t

di

are highly correlated
since t

di

controls the selection of z
di

. Once t

di

is assigned
some value, z

di

can only be sampled from the corresponding
distribution indicated by t

di

. Therefore we design a blocked
Gibbs Sampler to group z

di

and t

di

together, and sample
from their joint distribution conditional on all other vari-
ables, instead of sampling from each one individually.

Algorithm 2 Blocked Gibbs Sampling

for all iter from 1 to MaxIter do
for all d 2 D

C

[D

surround

do
for all i from 1 to N

d

do
sample {z

di

, t

di

} together according to
p(z

di

, t

di

|www,z

z

z�di

, t

t

t�di

,�)
end for

end for
end for

Algorithm 2 describes the blocked Gibbs Sampling pro-
cess. Note that we will only sample the words in document
d 2 D

C

[ D

surround

. For words in document d 2 D

other

,
the word topic is fixed as e

ms

and therefore no sampling is
needed.

The sampling function p(z
di

, t

di

|www,z

z

z�di

, t

t

t�di

,�) for dif-
ferent document sets D

C

and D

surround

are only slightly
di↵erent from each other. Due to the space limit, here we
only describe the detailed sampling functions for documents
in D

surround

, which is more complicated than those in D

C

.
For each word w

di

in d 2 D

surround

:

1. z

di

is sampled to the “background” topic with:

p(t
di

= 0, z
di

= bg|www,z

z

z�di

, t

t

t�di

,�) / |w = w

di

, t

w

= 0|+ �

bg

|t
w

= 0|+ V · �
bg

·(|t
w

= 0, w 2 d|+ �1) (2)

2. z

di

is sampled to the “undefined” topic or one of the
regular topics with:
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where c 2 C [ “undefined”. If c = “undefined”, ↵
c

= ↵

ud

and �

c

= �

ud

; otherwise, ↵
c

= ↵ and �

c

= �.

3. z

di

is sampled to the “master” topic with:
p(t
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(4)

Sampling functions for documents in D

C

can be derived
similarly, according to the corresponding generative process.

4.3.3 Estimating Document-Label Association

After enough iterations of sampling for zzz and t

t

t, the document-
label association can be estimated by maximum a posteriori
(MAP) inference:

✓

(c)
d

=
|w 2 d, t

w

= 1, z
w

= c|+ ↵

c

|w 2 d, t

w

= 1|+ |C| · ↵+ ↵

ud

, (5)

where c 2 C [ “undefined”. If c = “undefined”, ↵
c

= ↵

ud

and �

c

= �

ud

; otherwise, ↵
c

= ↵ and �

c

= �.

4.3.4 Estimating Label-Word Association

Similarly, we can infer the label-word association by MAP
inference:

�

(v)
bg

=
|w = v, t

w

= 0|+ �

bg

|t
w

= 0|+ V · �
bg

, (6)

�

(v)
ud

=
|w = v, t

w

= 1, z
w

= ud|+ �

ud

|t
w

= 1, z
w

= ud|+ V · �
ud

, (7)

�

(v)
c

=
|w = v, t

w

= 1, z
w

= c|+ �

|t
w

= 1, z
w

= c|+ V · � (8)

For the LNED task, we are particularly interested in the
label-word association �

(v)
c

, which reveals the disambigua-
tion evidences for each referent entity candidate.

5. RANKING REFERENT CANDIDATES
Our ultimate goal for the LNED problem is to disam-

biguate entity mentions in query documents. Upon the com-
pletion of the evidence mining step, we can make use of the
knowledge learned from our evidence mining model to rank
referent entity candidates, and choose the top-ranked candi-
date as disambiguation result. Given a query document, we
predict its word labels zzz using the incremental Gibbs Sam-
pling algorithm described in [17]. Namely, we iteratively up-
date the word topic assignments of a query document using
the above inference process, but with the previously learned
global knowledge (i.e. ✓

✓

✓ and �

�

�) fixed. As the sampling is
operated only on the words in the query document, it con-
verges very fast (e.g. less than 30 iterations).

After the sampling converges, we infer the document-label
association ✓

d

for each query document d, using Equation 5.
The disambiguation result can then be predicted with the
maximal marginal probability:

LNED(d) = argmax

c

✓

(c)
d

. (9)



6. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the e↵ectiveness of our pro-

posed method for the LNED problem on two real-life query
datasets [18]: one from news, and the other from Twitter.
We will: (1) illustrate the e↵ectiveness of mining evidences
for LNED, by comparing our model against a similar gener-
ative model which has no evidence mining component; (2)
demonstrate the superiority of our method by comparing
it with a baseline method which also performs NED via
evidence mining; (3) compare the end-to-end disambigua-
tion accuracy of our method, with two state-of-the-art NED
methods (with their link-based features disabled); (4) show
how the performance of our method changes with respect
to surrounding window size of entity mentions. All the ex-
periments, if not specifically mentioned, are conducted on a
server with 2.40GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 48GB RAM.

6.1 Datasets
We adopt the two datasets used in [18] to test our method.

The first one is derived from the TAC-KBP2009 dataset,
which is created for the Entity Linking task in the Knowl-
edge Base Population track at the Text Analysis Conference.
The queries in this dataset are all news articles. There-
fore the queries are relatively long and the writing quality
is good. Note that our experiments setting is more chal-
lenging than the TAC-KBP competition [28] since we don’t
assume the availability of various kinds of annotations (e.g.
entity type, Wikipedia infobox). The second dataset is gen-
erated from Twitter. Since tweets have the 140-character
constraint and the words used in them are often irregular,
the queries are usually very short and the writing quality
is not well-expected. Table 2 shows some basic statistics of
these two datasets. As can be seen, it is quite challenging
to conduct NED on these two datasets since there are many
entity candidates for the query mentions.

TAC-KBP2009 Twitter
# of Queries 424 340
Avg Length of Queries 53.15 words 16.46 words
Avg # of Candidates 24.024 19.279

Table 2: Basic statistics of test datasets

6.2 Experiments Setup
While more and more closed domain knowledge bases are

emerging, most of them are restricted to inside domain ac-
cess and thus not publicly available. Moreover, to make
it practical to compare with previous methods which use
Wikipedia as the knowledge base, the linkless version of
Wikipedia is used in this work, where we keep all entity
description pages in Wikipedia but discard all link-related
information such as cross-document hyperlinks and entity
categories. In such a case, for each referent entity candi-
date, the only labeled data we have is its own Wikipedia
page. This modification can establish a public bench-
mark for algorithm comparison. Following previous work
[26, 23, 4] on NED, we merely make use of the “Disambigua-
tion Pages”and“Redirect Pages” in Wikipedia to find all the
entity candidates that a given mention can be mapped to.
Note that these two types of pages are not related with the
cross-document hyperlinks. For fetching mention documents
from the knowledge base, we make use of the Wikipedia
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Figure 7: LENS vs. Labeled-LDA and MENED

Search API and collect all the Wikipedia pages that contain
the exact query mention.

Our model has some hyperparameters, ↵↵↵, ��� and �

�

�. In
this work, we use the following parameter settings: ↵ =
0.01,↵

ud

= 0.1,� = 0.01,�
ud

= 0.1,�
bg

= 0.1,�
ms

=
0.01, �1 = 0.01, �2 = 1, �3 = 2. These parameters are tuned
on a separate develop dataset containing 15 queries and then
reused in all the experiments without any further tuning.
Besides, the surrounding window size W (see Section 4.2)
is set as 40 for Twitter dataset and 30 for TAC-KBP2009
dataset.

To train the evidence mining model, we run 2000 itera-
tions of our Gibbs sampling algorithm to its convergence.
The training time varies from several seconds to a few hours
for di↵erent entity mentions, depending on the correspond-
ing number of candidate documents and mention documents.
While we do aware that the model training is ine�cient for
some highly ambiguous mentions, our main focus for this
work is the disambiguation accuracy and therefore we leave
the e�ciency and scalability aspects for future study. As
discussed in Section 3.3, this training process shall run of-
fline in practice. Therefore the training time shall not cause
critical problem to the real world applications. After train-
ing, the online disambiguation of query documents (Section
5) is very quick (usually within seconds).

6.3 Effectiveness of Evidence Mining
We first illustrate the e↵ectiveness of mining evidences to

bridge the information gap (caused by the missing links),
by comparing the LNED accuracy of our model (we name it
as Linking Evidences in Not Well Linked Sources, LENS),
with a baseline model, Labeled-LDA [22], which has no
evidence mining component. Labeled-LDA is also extended
from the standard LDA [2]. In Labeled-LDA, each docu-
ment can have multiple labels and the label-word correspon-
dences can be inferred. Labeled-LDA can be directly used
for LNED purpose by treating each referent entity candi-
date as a unique label. In this way, the model can learn
the label-word association from the candidate documents
and then use it to rank referent entities with respect to the
query. Note that Labeled-LDA’s disambiguation decisions
are made from candidate documents. All other documents
containing mentions are discarded without processing.

Figure 7 shows the results for LENS and Labeled-LDA on
both datasets. Su↵ering from the information gap caused by
the missing links, Labeled-LDA works badly in LNED task.
Conversely, our LENS model works much better. That is be-
cause LENS utilizes not only the candidate documents, but



also useful evidences scattered across mention documents.
The performance gain clearly illustrates the e↵ectiveness of
mining evidences to bridge the information gap.

6.4 Comparison of Evidence Mining Methods
We then conduct experiments to compare the disambigua-

tion accuracy of LENS, against the MENED model pro-
posed in [18]. MENED was originally designed to mine ad-
ditional evidences from external corpus to help NED. In the
LNED problem setting, we can treat only the candidate doc-
uments as “internal corpus” and all the mention documents
as the “external corpus”. By doing so, MENED can perform
LNED via mining evidences from those mention documents.
Note that MENED’s experiment setting here is quite di↵er-
ent from the original one discussed in [18]. In [18], both can-
didate documents and mention documents are considered as
labeled documents since the entity mentions in mention doc-
uments are naturally labeled by the hyperlinks. In contrast,
in the LNED setting, mention documents become unlabeled
due to the missing of hyperlinks.

Figure 7 shows that LENS outperforms MENED on both
datasets. The reasons are two fold: (1) In MENED, each
document has only one label. The model will first sample
the document label. Once the document label is chosen, ev-
ery word in the document can only have two possible labels:
foreground or background, and the foreground label is re-
stricted by the document label. While this is an e↵ective
constraint for the problem studied in [18], it is inappropri-
ate for the LNED problem. In LNED, the number of labeled
documents is much less than that of unlabeled documents.
Therefore it is very likely to assign a wrong label to an un-
labeled document. If this constraint is applied, then all the
words inside that document will get wrong labels, which will
in turn confuse the label-word association and get more doc-
uments wrongly labeled. To avoid this, LENS models each
document as a mixture of di↵erent labels and directly infer
the label for each word. (2) In MENED, every word within
a mention document is considered as either a background
word, or a supporting evidence for one of the entity candi-
dates. In LNED problem, each mention document itself is
a description page for some “master” entity. Hence, some
words in the mention document may be generated from the
“master” entity instead of one of the entity candidates. To
properly handle these words, in LENS we introduce a spe-
cial “master” topic and assume all such words are generated
from the corresponding “master” topics.

6.5 End-to-end NED Accuracy
We then conduct experiments to compare the end-to-end

disambiguation accuracy of LENS, against two state-of-the-
art NED methods: Wikifier [23], a widely-used NED sys-
tem using a machine learning based hybrid strategy to com-
bine various kinds of features together, and AIDA [15], a
robust NED system making use of weighted mention-entity
graph to find the best joint mention-entity mapping. To
make Wikifer and AIDA fit the LNED problem setting, we
modified them to disable all the link-based features (e.g.
semantic relatedness) and then retrained the models. The
modified linkless versions are denoted asWikifier(w/o link)
and AIDA(w/o link)2. All three methods use a Wikipedia
repository of late 2012 as the reference knowledge base.

2AIDA extracts keyphrases from various sources to describe
entities. As these keyphrases are pre-extracted and indexed
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Figure 8: LENS vs. Wikifier vs. AIDA

Figure 8 shows that LENS significantly outperforms Wik-
ifier and AIDA on both datasets. Compared with Wikifier
and AIDA, LENS can collect disambiguation evidences scat-
tered in the reference knowledge bases to mimic the role of
the missing cross-document hyperlinks and thus achieve bet-
ter disambiguation results. To demonstrate the helpfulness
of such links, we also present the NED accuracy of the orig-
inal Wikifier and AIDA (with all features enabled and using
the parameter settings suggested by their authors) in Figure
8 (denoted as Wikifier(w/ link) and AIDA(w/ link), re-
spectively). As we can see, on the TAC-KBP2009 dataset,
the link-based features are quite helpful in boosting the NED
accuracy. LENS can harvest evidences to mimic the e↵ects
of these links and achieve similar NED accuracy with the
original Wikifier and AIDA. On the Twitter dataset, the
full version Wikifier and AIDA perform even worse than
the modified linkless versions. This is because both Wikifier
and AIDA utilize entity popularity information to give more
preferences to popular entity candidates, while in Twitter
dataset, many queries’ disambiguation answers are actually
non-famous entities. LENS can still achieve good perfor-
mance on the Twitter dataset, due to the following two rea-
sons: (1) LENS makes NED decisions without applying any
prior preferences; (2) the evidences mined from “description
expansion” are very helpful for short texts like tweets.

6.6 Impact of Surrounding Window Size
In this part we conduct experiments to illustrate how the

performance of our LENS model changes with respect to
the surrounding window size W in mention documents (see
Section 4.2). Here we still use the same parameter settings
as in previous experiments. Figure 9 shows that as W in-
creases, the NED accuracy will increase to a peak point and
decrease afterwards. There are two factors inside this phe-
nomenon. As the window size increases, more evidences
are exposed to the model. Hence, the NED accuracy will
increase. On the other hand, with the increase of W , more
noisy words may be wrongly judged as supporting evidences.
Our model incorporates the “master” topic to filter the help-
less words. However, when the window is too large, most
words in the mention document d

mention

will be split into
d

surround

. Therefore the very few words in d

other

are in-
su�cient to filter out the noisy words in d

surround

, which
results in the performance degradation. In practice, W usu-
ally works very well at 20 ⇠ 40.

o✏ine, we are unable to modify them. So precisely speaking,
AIDA(w/o link) still utilizes few link-based features.
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7. RELATED WORK
Named entity disambiguation (NED) has received a lot of

attentions in recent years. Approaches that disambiguate
named entity mentions with respect to Wikipedia date back
to Bunescu et. al’s work [3]. They defined a similarity
measure to compute the cosine similarity between the text
around the entity mention and the referent entity candi-
date’s Wikipedia page. The referent entity with the maxi-
mum context similarity score is selected as the disambigua-
tion result. Ho↵art et al [14] proposed a method to mine
salient phrases for each entity, and then compare the over-
lap of such phrases for NED. They utilized “internal and
external links” to harvest phrases and relies on links among
entity pages for measuring salience. Several subsequent work
incorporated more information into similarity comparison:
Gottipati et. al [10] explored query expansion, while Zhang
et. al [29] considered acronym expansion. To incorporate
di↵erent types of disambiguation knowledge together, Han
et. al [11] proposed a generative model to include informa-
tion from entity popularity, mention-entity association and
context similarity in a holistic way. And to overcome the
deficiency of the bag of words model, Sen [24] adopted a
latent topic model to learn the context-entity association
to help disambiguation. In that work, the cross-document
hyperlinks in Wikipedia are utilized to provide the labeled
training data. Cucerzan’s work [7] is the first one to realize
the e↵ectiveness of using semantic relatedness to help named
entity disambiguation. In that work, the semantic related-
ness between the referent entity candidate and other entities
within the same context is calculated based on their overlaps
in categories and incoming links in Wikipedia. Milne et. al
[19] refined Cucerzan’s work by defining semantic related-
ness using Normalized Google Distance [6] and only using
“unambiguous entities” in the context to calculate seman-
tic relatedness. Recently, several methods [13, 15, 23, 26,
29] also tried to combine together “context similarity” and
“semantic relatedness” using a hybrid strategy which could
further improve the NED accuracy.

Almost all these previous NED algorithms use Wikipedia
as the reference knowledge base. However, most not well
known or domain specific entities are not captured byWikip-
edia. To solve this problem, Sil et. al [27] proposed the
Open-DB NED problem, which is to resolve an entity to any
relational database that meets mild conditions about data
format. They investigated a distant supervision approach

and a domain adaptation approach to leverage the structural
information in the reference relational databases. Their ex-
periments on the movie and sports domain demonstrated
their method’s e↵ectiveness. Similarly, Zheng et. al [30]
studied disambiguating entity mentions to Freebase, Jin et.
al [16] investigated linking entity mentions to a people profile
database and Pantel et.al [21] addressed the task of associat-
ing Web search queries with entities from a product catalog.
Recently, Shen et. al [25] proposed a probabilistic model
to link entity mentions in Web text to DBLP bibliographic
network. All these work used some schema-rich databases or
networks as the reference knowledge bases, and made use of
the structural information to help perform disambiguation.
Di↵erent from them, our work focuses on a more challeng-
ing problem setting where the reference knowledge base is a
set of noisy, unstructured and isolated text documents. In-
stead of directly applying the information provided by the
relational databases, our method has to mine useful disam-
biguation evidences from the knowledge base and use them
to bridge the information gap caused by the absence of cross-
document links. Our work is also di↵erent from Cai et. al
[4]’s and Chisholm et. al [5]’s work on link enrichment for
named entity disambiguation. In their work, the goal is to
add more cross-document links to Wikipedia via using the
co-occurrence of the existing links [4] or using Web links [5].
While in our work, none of the existing links are available
and we have to mine evidences completely out of the linkless
documents.

Mining evidences for NED was studied by Li et. al [18].
In that work, the goal is to mine useful evidences from ex-
ternal corpus to bridge the gap between the keywords in
a query and the reference knowledge base. They proposed
a semi-supervised approach to extract evidences from un-
labeled external documents, via leveraging the labeled in-
formation (the entity descriptions plus the context within
which entities are hyperlinked to in Wikipedia) in the knowl-
edge base. Our work also tries to mine evidences to bridge
the linkage gap. However, it is much more di�cult since the
majority of the labeled information used in [18] becomes un-
available in our case, due to the lack of the cross-document
hyperlinks. The problem studied in [18] is orthogonal to
our work. After the link-originated evidences are harvested
through our model, the method proposed in [18] can be ap-
plied to mine more evidences from external corpus to further
enhance the knowledge base’s disambiguation ability.

Our proposed model is inherited from the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) model. LDA was first proposed by Blei
et. al [2] for finding the document-topic association and the
topic-word association in text documents. Ramage et. al
[22] extended LDA to Labeled-LDA so that each document
can have multiple labels and the label-word correspondences
can be inferred. Di↵erent from both LDA and Labeled-LDA,
our model is particularly designed for the LNED task and
it has di↵erent generative processes for di↵erent types of
documents.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the problem of Named Entity

Disambiguation with Linkless Knowledge Bases (LNED). We
proposed a generative model to automatically mine useful
evidences from the reference knowledge base so that the
mined evidences can help mimic the role of the missing links.
With a specific modeling of “background topic”, “undefined



entities” and “master entities”, our model is able to harvest
useful evidences from noisy text. To evaluate the e↵ective-
ness of our model, a thorough experimental study was con-
ducted. The experimental results demonstrated that our
proposed method can mine useful evidences to bridge the
information gap caused by the absence of cross-document
links, thus significantly boosting the NED performance for
a linkless knowledge base.
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